


Community 
Engagement

People are at the heart of every sustainable built environment, inspiring the creation of 
healthy homes and workplaces for all sectors of the community. With a vision to achieve a 
sustainable built environment in Hong Kong for future generations, many innovative new 
projects in the community are having a positive impact: arousing young people's interest 
in energy saving, developing sustainable and replicable models for driving social change, 
supporting biodiversity and green education, and sharing experience and knowledge to 
create a valuable model for the implementation of future smart city initiatives. These projects 
are proof that all walks of life can participate in behavioural changes, paving the way for the 
creation of a more liveable home for everyone.
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The kindergarten visitation programme is an extended activity for young 
engineers to visit kindergartens and introduce children to the power ourney  
the safe use of electricity  and energy-saving tips  The programme has reached 
out to more than  pupils from over  kindergartens  which is almost 
half of all kindergartens in ong ong  

Serving as energy-saving ambassadors  POWER FOUR are not only popular 
among young students at kindergartens  they are also adored by children 
at different outreach activities  such as the ong ong Book air  CLP Power 
participated in the ong ong Book air in both  and  with its young 
engineers holding storytelling sessions for children and the public to help 
them learn about energy saving and a low carbon lifestyle through fun and 
interactive games

Community Engagement    Energy Saving 

POWER YOU Kindergarten Education Kit
 

Reducing Hong Kong’s energy consumption through 
an integrated model - case study of St. James’ Settlement

Background

Electricity consumption is a ma or contributor to ong ong s air pollution  
causing respiratory illnesses and environmental degradation  To encourage 
energy saving by employees  smart energy sensors were installed at  
service locations of St  ames  Settlement S S  one of ong ong s most 
well-established N Os  S S serves over  person-times annually  
with a staff of some  making it ideal for the implementation of a large-
scale energy engagement programme  By utilising data  transparency and 
recognition of positive behavioural change  this highly successful programme 
also demonstrates a repeatable energy-reduction model for the entire N O 
sector

Brief Mechanism

To maximise the outcome  this integrated programme adopted the acronym 
SAVE

Signal  On the front line  each of the S S s  centres appointed a Blue 
Sky Ambassador to attend energy data workshops  These  ambassadors 
analysed and learnt about actionable saving opportunities in the day-to-day 
operations of air conditioning  lighting and socket loading in their service 
centres  

Action  Each centre manager encouraged his or her ambassador to be 
creative and experiment with different energy-saving actions  

Verification  Reward  Savings outcomes were summarised and emailed 
weekly after analysis by the Blue Sky artificial intelligence model  Centres then 
communicated these energy uick wins with staff to deepen the behavioural 
change and ownership  At a management level  the S S reen Committee 
also evaluated the engagement level on a uarterly basis and devised various 
rewards and competitions to boost participation  The staff and centres with 
the most outstanding initiatives  actions  savings and participation received 
awards from the Chief Director

Outcome  Impact

Comparing year-on-year  energy consumption was reduced by  k h  
e uivalent to planting around  trees and avoiding  metric tons of air 
pollutants  Overall  the program engaged around  staff members across 

 service locations   of units achieved an average energy reduction 
of  with one gym centre achieving up to  savings   In total  over 

 energy-saving actions were implemented by staff  and S S remains 
firmly committed to the further installation and servicing of energy-efficient 
solutions in all suitable new locations

Reducing workplace energy consumption through energy monitoring and behavioural change

CLP Power implements a comprehensive public education plan on climate 
change  energy conservation and the power industry  covering the entire 
education pathway from kindergarten to university  

It strongly believes that encouraging good behaviour and a lifelong interest in 
learning are core elements of early childhood education  As part of the process  
CLP Power launched an innovative electricity-themed PO ER OU indergarten 
Education it to arouse kindergarten pupils  interest in energy generation  
and to teach them about the safe use of electricity and energy-saving habits at 
an early age in a fun and engaging way  The it provides diversified teaching 
tools including storybooks with worksheets  finger and hand puppets  a board 
game  a colouring game and a theme song featuring lyrics with energy-saving 
messages  The it was given free to all kindergartens in ong ong and was well 
received by over  of the schools  reaching around  children  

To maintain this momentum and reinforce its energy-saving messages  CLP 
Power also introduced new POWER FOUR cartoon characters  and launched the 
Power id Channel where a series of D cartoon videos have been developed to 
spread the messages of energy saving and power safety  A Power id App  which 
is an e-version of the it  enables parents to teach children about electricity  
power safety and environmental protection at home  ollowing its launch in mid 
uly  the app was ranked as Top  in both the App Store and Play Store under 

the Education category  So far over  downloads have been recorded  

POWER FOUR accompany kids to learn electricity, energy saving and low carbon lifestyles


